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Deanna Kilby
Oh, That Face
Acrylic
Awarded First Place
(2-D Category)

Totem
By K.J. Maj
This poem was awarded first place by the literary editors of Branches.

Caw!
Caw!
Caw!

Caw!

Caw!
we each cawed out
a letter of her name
she knows
we make tiny tools from tree branches
scrape out the fruit in nuts
such a delicacy; feed our young
she knows our intelligence
that we count
communicate
she knows
we banquet
in the middle of the road,
cleaning up the environment
while we enjoy a fantastic tasty meal
she knows
we are beautiful
call us crows, ravens, magpies, rooks
we dance the Joy of Life
our Spirits fly and soar
we congregate and sing
flap our sleek black feathers
she knows
we will watch over her wherever she goes
because, one day, we saw her watching us
standing near us
not shooing us away
because she was reverent
as we stood in a circle, seven of us, on a lawn
looking down
at one of our dead
she understood
she’s one of us
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Soren Stanback
Untitled
Alabaster
Awarded First Place
(3-D Category)

Soren Stanbackt
Untitled
Alabaster

Under the Stars
By Stacey Price
This prose work was awarded first place by the literary editors of Branches.

There are many, factors throughout my life, that have contributed to who I
am. The paths I’ve followed, the choices I’ve made, and the goals I’ve set are just
a few pieces of my life that have been influenced in one way or another by the
same things that influence most all of us. I’ve spent much time in reflection,
analyzing myself, trying to understand how I ended up in the places I’ve been, the
places I am now, and determining where I want to be and how I might get there.
I’ve realized two certain conclusions; one is that certainty is irrational, and the
other is that life maintains a tragic balance. Because of that, we seldom appreciate
what we have until it’s gone. This well-known sentiment is perhaps one of the
most influential aspects of my life.
I was born on the night of the Perseid Meteor Shower to my teenage parents,
Kenneth and Lilly; my brother, Timmy, was born three years later. My parents
were nearly clueless of how to raise children, but they were kind to us, and they
loved us and each other. Timmy and I had little discipline or structure and we
spent our youth being barefoot, wild, and free. We looked after ourselves mostly,
and at times I felt like a mother to him, but at all times, he was my best friend. I
believe that for a while, though poor, we were as rich as any millionaire. School
was just a temporary distraction from real life. Our boundaries were made of tree
lines and dirt roads and our days were spent exploring them. Our nights were on
the couch with our dad watching re-runs of the original Star Trek series.
Sometimes, he would take us on the roof with him where we’d lay back and look
at the stars, wondering out loud to each other about what or who could be out
there in the universe. Often, my birthday would conclude on that roof, watching
hundreds of shooting stars streak across the atmosphere as I was told how special
it was to be born on such a night. It seems so long ago now, but this part of my
life is my foundation. It was the beginning and most important part of my
construction. Without it, I would be someone else.
My beginnings, the stars, and my family are the biggest pieces of me, I think,
or at least, they are the hands that shaped most of who I am. Being poor and
raised in the country throughout my childhood and adolescence taught me to be
humble and strong. It made me resourceful, resilient, and gracious. I learned from
my parents to be kind and giving, even when I had little to give, and I learned that
people change, sometimes for the better and sometimes for the worse. I never
went to church, but the stories my father told me from the Bible gave me my
Christian beliefs, and ironically, the strength to carry on when he passed away.
Our tradition of watching the night skies together built something in me that
produced wonder, intrigue, and a profound awareness of being part of something
bigger than myself. Later in my life, it even saved me.
As the years passed, I watched my father struggle to support his family on
minimum wage. When an accident at his work left him disabled, society and the
system abandoned him. e spent years being turned down for disability even
though he was blind in one eye and had no use of his right arm. When he was
finally approved, he received a check, but before he could do anything with the
money, he passed away at the age of 42. is last moments were spent in a
hospital with my brother and me by his side, and he used his final breath to tell
Timmy and me that he loved us, he would “see us later,” and then he was gone
forever.
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Seeing my father die in front of us, one moment here, gone the next, caused
my once happy, smiling, little brother to slip into depression and PTSD. I had
found the one thing I could not protect him from, and for the second time in my
life, I felt truly helpless. Timmy’s dreams and ambitions dwindled; he lost his faith
in God and along with it his faith in humanity. e needed help, but he was young
and unemployed. No mental facility would treat him, and he was at the mercy of
emergency room temporary fixes with medication that only seemed to do more
harm than good. I was finally able to have him committed after talking him down
from the ledge over the enry River Bridge. They kept him for a while and then
discharged him on a regimen of powerful medication. e was okay for a while,
but soon it was obvious he’d developed an addiction to the meds. e was taking
more than he should, and after the effects wore off, he would slide back down
into his depression even lower than before, and so he began self-medicating with
illegal drugs and alcohol.
“It was the look on his face,” Timmy said to me once speaking about our
dad. “The terror in his eyes when he realized he was about to die.” It was
inescapable and haunted us both, but it tortured Timmy. I tried to help him, to be
there for him, but it was beyond my control, and the only people who could help
him had dollar signs in their eyes instead of compassion. More drugs were their
answer. Timmy became a different person when he was abusing his meds. e was
violent and suicidal. is addiction was destroying him, and so I found myself
once again at the court house, pleading with the magistrate to order his
commitment so he could get the help he needed. I told him about his addiction
and drug abuse, and that I was afraid he was going to hurt himself or someone
else. The police took him to the hospital where a “professional” evaluated him
and decided he didn’t need to be committed. e sent Timmy home and increased
the dosage of his meds, and a month later, my sweet, little brother was gone
forever, just like dad.
The night of his funeral I drove back to our old home where we began so
happy and free in life, and climbed up onto the roof; this time not to watch the
stars, but to scream at them. I was so angry. I demanded God to explain why he
had taken my father and brother from me, and why he didn’t help them when
they needed him the most. I stood on that roof top screaming as loud as I could,
cursing God and demanding answers until my voice was gone. Exhausted and
defeated, I lay down and watched the sky from behind my tears in silence. I
looked to the empty spot where my little, curly headed brother once lay beside
me. I imagined his ice blue eyes and the kindness I could always find in them, and
I wished over and over again I would wake up and find this all to be a horrible
dream. Finally, I whispered to God that my hope was running out. I told him that
I wasn’t strong enough, that I was giving up, and that I needed to know if there
was a reason at all for anything, I needed to know if he was really there… I asked
him to show me.
This moment is a defining one. It echoes with me even today, and if I close my
eyes, I can still see that night sky and the brilliant way it lit up for me. I can
clearly recall the explosion in the atmosphere as one, solitary meteorite collided
with it, and the gleaming trail of star dust following behind, stretching far across
the horizon. Before I could even close my lips after the words had escaped them,
my “sign” had been shown to me in a collision of combusting elements. That
night, I found I was strong enough after all, and more importantly, I found
purpose.
My father once told me that sometimes bad things happen to good people,
and the reason God cannot save them is because one of his greatest gifts to us is
free will. To stop the bad things in this world, he would have to take back that
gift from us. I had never really understood what he meant until that night when
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everything became so clear to me. It wasn’t God that took my father and brother
from me, or that failed them when they needed help. It was a system made not to
support one another but to divide us into colors and classes. I remembered the
cold irony of having to use my father’s disability money to pay for his funeral and
final expenses. I remembered that despite working long, hard hours for most of
his life, nearly everything he owned could fit into one, small box. My father had
rights, and among them was the right to live. My brother had that same right, and
he had the right to receive the help he needed, but instead he was pushed aside
because he was poor. Their fates were nearly sealed just by being born to the
wrong class, their relevance had been pre-determined.
I decided I wasn’t going to be part of that. That I would not spend my life
relying on a system of strategies designed to exploit the underprivileged. I wasn’t
going to fall for the widely accepted belief that in a country so rich and powerful,
it’s normal for a person who works every day to go without shelter, healthcare, or
education, or that a retired man who is diabetic won’t get his insulin if he can’t
afford his deductible. That a single mom working two or more part-time jobs is
not eligible for Medicaid because she makes more than $400.00 a month, or that
millions of people are living in poverty because they don’t try hard enough. I
decided I would stop the cycle for my children and myself, and after I succeeded
in that, I decided I would find justice for Timmy and my dad, and for everyone
else that had become a victim of that same cycle.
I began this life in a different world than now. Times have changed and
though I have lost, I have gained much. Though I’m no longer where I was, I still
keep strong ties with poverty, and I see often that people still live as I did so long
ago. These circumstances and experiences in this personal reflection are the things
that have driven me and shaped me. They have given me determination and the
courage of my convictions. I’ve always said that wisdom is rarely acquired
willingly, but if we’re lucky, it’s acquired slowly. For some of us though, it
happens fast and in a matter of minutes we are beyond our years. These are the
people that not only climb mountains but move them, and I intend to take my
place among them. For most, our customs shape us, our churches, the schools we
go to, the places we grow up in, our achievements and our mistakes. That all
played a part in who I am, but more than that, it was the love and closeness I was
so lucky to experience with my family. It was the loss of them that gave me the
ability to appreciate and live life fully, and it was the injustice of that loss that
gave me passion and determination to change things.
Perhaps, out of it all, it was that glimmering moment all those nights ago,
when in the blink of an eye, all the hope I’d lost had been restored to me. There,
after all, really is a reason for everything, no matter how hard or life-altering.
Some people spend their whole lives trying desperately to find themselves,
searching in every corner of the earth for meaning and purpose. Mine was there
all along. The meteor shower birthdays, and the nights on the roof-top with my
father and brother, that last night I stood on it screaming at God, and everything
in between was a path for me, leading me to who I was, who I am, and who I’ll
be. I found myself under the stars.
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Jaden Daly
Flower
Digital Media
Illustrated Poem Winner 2019 Poetry Contest

Jacob Peek
Untitled
Digital Media
Illustrated Poem Winner 2019 Poetry Contest

Beat
By K.J. Maj

I am your Beatnik
the musical tones, notes of Jazz as
the rhythm pulses through the room…..
I am the faint light that you see
guiding you through a dark narrow hallway
3 small steps downward on the left
You….are….there
I am the glowing red tip of your cigarette
the ghostly smoky swirl weaving through
out the audience…..
I am the tiny stem on the top of your black beret
The spirit gum that holds your goatee….
unless it’s natural, man
I am the white paper black ink or blue
the fragile body that holds your poetreee!
your Beat your Blues your Jazz
I am your Spirit that Ginsberg made into mantra
leading us to Om, Om Man, Om
becoming poem becoming Beat
I am the memories of that Time & Place
those coffeehouses of Peace & Love
where we could all beeeeeee (dig it?)
I am your Music your Poetry your Rhythm
So we never forget our Voice; always Remember!
I am your Beat
I am your Beatnik
unending
Your Beat in the Beat nik of Time!
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Bailey Dalton
Untitled
Acrylic
onorable Mention

Chelsea Pritchard
Looking Forward
Acrylic
onorable Mention

Hattie is Her

iven Hame

By Amy Millette

attie was destined to marry Bobby
“My Bobby” as she would call him
If not only for the simple arrangement of primary school desks
Lined up in alphabetical order … she a Wilson, he a Yates.
All those years in assigned seating, grade school through high school
e teased her, likely pulled her thick blond braids and long straight hair
And made her blush and giggle despite
The S US of the overbearing teachers.
attie of these mountains has worked hard her entire life
Bore two children, both fine lookin’ boys,
And raised them up proper
As her mother and grandmother before her did with their own children.
She has loved this family farm, the pungent smell of dirt
The sequence of tasks required of her
To prepare the soil with an unruly, broncing tiller
To plant seeds according to the moon, to till the land.
Season after season she grows an abundance of herbs, greens and salad makings
Tiny patty pan squash in astonishing hues of green and gold
Large and luscious red tomatoes, a variegation of miniature sized cherries
Chives by the bunch, darkest green, a patch of flat and curly parsley.
On summer days you might spot her
Down by the banks of the Watauga
Bent on her knees, a weathered old straw hat cocked on her head
Pulling the few weeds that dare try to join her neatly tended rows.
Much like the fishermen that wade nearby
She is satisfied to be crouched alone
Reeling in flashbacks of family reunions
Filling her mind with thoughts of years passed.
Like loading a basket with fresh caught bass
She carefully picks the ripened fruits of her labor
Selecting those that are perfect and unbruised
andling each one as if it were a new born babe.
When at last she is back home at rest
Savoring each snapshot that channeled through her thoughts
She’ll hold tight to those memories of olden days
Clean and count her bounty, satisfied by all
That has come before her
Blessed to be anticipating what is yet to come.
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Jessica Pressley
Laundry in the Dark
Digital Photography
Honorable Mention

Jaden Daly
Sunrise
Fused Glass
Honorable Mention

Impossible Items
By L.B. Sedlacek

7 ½ million toothpicks
12 dining tables
4 ½ million stamps
can all be
made from one
cord of wood
but yet we
can’t cure AIDS
can’t cure cancer
can’t stop nukes
can’t stop politicians
can’t stop hoping
for things to
somehow be different …
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Charlotte in Wonderland
By Amy Millette

er spirit floats effortlessly
Down the foot trodden path
Past the summer kitchen wash house
Made of sun-aged siding and spider-cracked mortar
She unlatches the door to the greenhouse
Listens for its comforting creak
And instantly finds herself
Wrapped in the scent of living plants
It is past midnight now
The stars in all their aerial splendor
Planets and moon, shine down
Upon the valley setting, blinking on, off, on
Few clouds march across the skyline
It is mostly a clear glass-tinted night
When the sound of nocturnal life
Breathes in and out … out and back in
So as not to awaken a soul
She carefully removes her sole-worn purple slippers
And allows her toes to squeeze the earth
Allows her body to feel one with the soil
Past the old iron trough
Where soil breathes its own mystical delights
She travels alone barely touching the ground
With her fairy-like movements
Midway into the gossamer wrapped house
She sees what she’s been searching for …
Row upon row of lettuce leaves
The bibb, romaine, scan star and Antoinette
Row upon row of perfectly planted
Lettuce heads – green, red and vibrant
Just as she remembers them
In the early years when the greenhouse gave birth
Birth to bushels and bushels of lettuce heads
All in a tub, ready to be pared
Ready to be washed and gently packed
In anticipation of their final destination
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She nods her own head slowly
Acknowledging the beauty of a dream
Brought to life with painstaking fruition
Over a forty plus span of hardworking years
She can rest now, knowing,
Knowing all is well in her lettuce land
Knowing that her personal oversight and toils
ave all been worth the wait
Knowing she made this greenhouse
What it was then and has become now
Blessed by the thought of its arrival
Into its own time, worthwhile being and family legacy.

Dedicated to
Charlotte Cruickshank Larson Frost (1924-2017),
founder of Charlotte’s Greenhouse, Valle Crucis,
established in 1975.
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Chloe Powell
The Call
Low-Fire Ceramics
Honorable Mention

Soren Stanback
Superiority Complex
Low-Fire Clay
Honorable Mention

Princess
By Peter Morris

A shy little girl
Dark eyes, raven hair
A simple cotton dress
Barefoot
eld in her hand, for me to see
A small plastic doll
A beautiful doll
“She’s a princess,” I was told
“I want to be a princess, too.”
Looking down on her from my 6’2” frame
Tears, my tears
I knelt on one knee
My arms enfolding her
“You are a princess, little one”
Smiling sweetly, awkwardly
She looked up
She had the classic features
Of ancient Mayan ancestors
Elongated forehead, prominent nose
Coffee-colored skin
But it was her mouth
That caused sadness
A child with a cleft pallet
Lips askew, teeth on a deformed jaw
“Know what? You’ll soon look just like her
Your princess doll…” I promised
That night, under powerful overhead lights
Surgeons leaned over her sleeping form
Powerful surgical glasses focused
On her mouth, her jaw
Tiny cuts severed cruel lips
er angelic face, repaired
air-thin sutures woven like silk
Pierced flawless skin, child’s skin
60 minutes later, she was rolled away
The next morning, I greeted her
A sleepy little girl
Giving her a handheld mirror
“Look…” I said
She was now the one with tears in her eyes
As she stared, lips parting
“Oh, I am a princess!” she whispered
More surgeries followed
The next year, in the Yucatan
I sought her
She was the center of attention
Laughing, joyously, as she played
With friends, siblings, parents
Smiling
Ever smiling…
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Shelby Abernathy
A Circus Inside My Mind
Collage

Prairie Moon Dalton
Teacher
Digital Media

Favorite Holiday
By Hannah Clark

one day in my 23rd year
I decided that Easter is
my favorite holiday
its gay colors
and queer bunny
and pride-dyed eggs
send a shock right through my
body.
The resurrected body of Christ,
Our lord, amen.
I am eating lunch near a
cemetery
and I imagine all the
little girl Easter dresses moving
about the stones
looking for eggs of one
species
thought to be from another
species
for the sake of our
species
and I wonder if the field across
from me was purple
before or after the Creation
of Easter
and if the sad dogwood
holding up the empty nest
will also be looking for eggs
this April
and furthermore, if the nest
is a sign of life to come,
or life after.
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Julina Weiss
The Watcher of Worlds
Acrylic

Jaden Daly
Other
Acrylic

Streetwise
By Peter Morris

A child of the streets
Side streets, dark corners
Flickered light
Shadowed through tree limbs
Maria
Thirteen years old
Perhaps…
She lifted her ragged skirt
As I pulled alongside
“No, dear…”
Words were gentle
“I saw you earlier
Playing near the ocean
In front of your home
With your brother, sisters
Remember?”
She smiled, sweetly
Recognition
“Why are you here?”
The answer, I knew
Only two other women
Older women
iding in the darkness
Visible
I slipped out of the car
Taking her in my arms
Folding reals into her hand
The next day, I took her
er mother, brother, sisters
A food basket
A child
A child of the streets
Welcome to my world
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Alexander Laws
Expression
Digital Media

Hannah Curtis
mon frére
Monotype Print

Revenge
By Abigail Schmidt

It all came down to this one moment. It had been eight years since her sister’s
murder, and now Kayla Brooks was standing as stiff as a stone carving, glaring at the
man she had been hunting for so long. Droplets of sweat beaded her forehead as her
trembling hands held a gun aimed right for his heart. Or at least whatever small excuse
for a heart he had. She felt a weight on her lungs, making it hard to breathe as her
stomach twisted itself into tight knots.
They had been standing there for only a few moments, though it seemed like an
eternity for Kayla. She had imagined it would be so easy to just put a bullet in his heart,
the man who had taken her sister from her. She still remembered that night as if it had
happened yesterday.
Kayla was driving as fast as she could through the crowded streets. She was on her
way to meet her older sister, Bri, who she rarely saw anymore due to college. And now
she was running late…again.
Kayla breathed a sigh of relief as she spotted the restaurant and turned in. She
smiled when she saw her sister standing in front of the building, smiling and waving. But
then her whole world stopped.
There was an earth-shattering bang as people’s cries and screams filled the air. And
her sister, a crimson patch forming on the front of her shirt before she collapsed to the
ground.
Kayla slammed on the brakes and jumped out of the car. “Bri!” she screamed,
sprinting to her sister. She kneeled beside Bri and gently lifted her head up. “Bri, look at
me. Please. Say something.”
Kayla pleaded and pleaded, but Bri remained motionless.
paling as the crimson stain grew, puddling around her.

er face was already

People were in a frenzy of panic around the girls as an ambulance’s sirens could be
heard in the distance, but Kayla processed none of it.
She slowly pulled her eyes away from her limp sister and looked up to see a man in
black running from the scene. e stopped and glanced back, giving her a perfect view of
his face. Though her vision was blurry, Kayla took in every detail. She would remember
this man and she would find him, and when she did…she would kill him.
“Well, you found me,” the man said, pulling Kayla out of the haunting memory.
“Are you happy now? Finally satisfied?”
Kayla remained speechless. This man, James Rollen, had taken her sister. Killed her.
Of course she wasn’t satisfied now that she had only found him. She wanted him dead.
She wanted him to suffer, then die. She wanted revenge. But something held her back,
and she remained motionless.
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“No, this isn’t enough for you.”
more don’t you? Admit it.”

is thin lips curled into a taunting grin. “You want

‘Just put a bullet in his brain,’ a voice in Kayla’s head said. ‘Just get rid of him. The
police gave up, but you still have a chance to avenge her.’ But something wouldn’t allow
her to pull the trigger.
“Being quiet, are you?” Rollen continued. is steel grey eyes pierced straight
through her, his voice as sharp as a butcher’s knife.
Kayla’s body began shaking even more. She tried to hide the fear, the hurt, the guilt,
but Rollen saw straight through her. e saw it in her eyes. er breathing became
shallow as her heart raced like a Thoroughbred in the Kentucky Derby. ‘Kill him!’ the
voice screamed.
“Why did you do it?” Kayla managed to ask, somehow keeping her voice steady.
“Why did you kill her?”
“Because I was mad and she was right there, making the perfect target,” Rollen
replied nonchalantly. “It’s really nothing personal.”
Kayla’s grip on her gun tightened as her glare intensified. e was just mad and
decided to take it out on Bri? What kind of beast was he? Who thinks like that? ‘This
monster took your sister from you for no reason. e shot her out of this world because
of his own anger.’
“But the real question now is what are you going to do about it?” Rollen said. “Just
stand there with a gun aimed at my chest, yet do nothing? Pull the trigger and end my
life just like I ended your sister’s?” Rollen continued his taunting, every word as cold as
ice.
‘Kill him! Fire that thing right into what miniscule part of a heart he might have and
shatter it! e doesn’t deserve to live. If you really love your sister, then avenge her.’ Kayla
tensed more than before. er finger itched to pull the trigger, yet that thing inside of her
kept her from doing it. Why couldn’t she just do it? So many years of dreaming about
this moment, yet she couldn’t bring herself to just put a bullet through his heart and end
this. So many times seeing news stories of more killings after her sister’s death, knowing
it was him. The memories of sneaking onto the crime scenes to investigate, finding that it
was him before the police did. And now here she was, wanting to scream because she
couldn’t pull herself to send him straight to hell where he belonged.
“You want to kill me,” Rollen said. “I can see it. You’re imagining how victorious
you would feel if you were looking at my corpse on the ground. So just do it. Shoot me.
Let me haunt you every moment of every day.”
She wanted to. er body was begging her to pull the trigger. Even that voice in her
mind. But then she heard another voice. er sister’s voice. ‘Always remember, Kayla. I’ll
always be with you. No matter how far apart we are.’ Bri had told her that countless
times before leaving for college.
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“She’ll always be here,” Kayla repeated under her breath.
“What was that?” Rollen asked, noticing her lips move. “Are you going to do it?
Give me what I deserve?”
“Oh, you’ll get what you deserve,” Kayla said in a low, yet confident voice. “Only I
won’t fall to your level.”
“No?” Rollen just chuckled, not noticing the serious look on his opponent’s face.
“Because you don’t have the guts, perhaps? The strength?”
Kayla’s glare intensified before the sharp sound of a bullet flying through the air
echoed around them. As the deafening sound died down, all that was left was the heavy,
pain filled breathing of the murderer.
Kayla walked up to him and hovered over him as he was now on the ground
clutching a bloodied knee. “That was for Bri,” Kayla said. “And this is for me.” She then
kicked him in the head, knocking him out.
Kayla stood there for a moment, staring down at an unconscious Rollen. The man
she had been hunting for so many years. e would no longer haunt her. e would no
longer have control over her.
She called the police, who arrived within minutes. The ambulance arrived as well
and they loaded Rollen into the vehicle. Officers began questioning Kayla and took her
to the department for further questioning. She went with them without hesitation,
hoping that Rollen would finally be brought to justice.
After lots of questioning and persuasion, the captain of the department agreed to
reopen Bri’s case, with Rollen very high on the suspect list.
Now Kayla was finally free. All those sleepless nights of haunting nightmares,
memories. And so many full days of hunting that man, that beast, finally coming to a
close. She had found him. e was where he belonged. No more families would suffer
what she did.
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Love Poem to Fog
By K.J. Maj

You Are
the Universe’s
cool refreshing Breath
blown softly into mountains
like the blowing of human breath
sending daisy puff balls into
air
You Are
the Universe’s
translucent Presence
passing through
settling in fields and forests
changing the color of lakes
of ponds
from blue green to ghostly white
You Are
your own dance
elusive silent
until birds chirp
cracking the eggshell
of Night into Morning
Then
you have no choice
but to disappear
for now
giving way
to Day
calescent
yet lingering
absorbed
by Sunlight’s
Kiss
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Old Lady Link
By Amy Millette

I travel back in time to the early 1970’s
to Clermont County, Ohio, a rural place
isolated in time from nearby urban settings
Much like Appalachia, though with a flatlander’s sense of place.
Where a dear and weather worn woman
revered as Old Lady Link
Sits at an angle across from me
at her oil-clothed kitchen table.
She serves me home baked stollen cookies
not very sweet … rather dry and biscuit like
They are cherished in her home country
a treat she shares now only with trusting friends.
Margo, a mixed shepherd breed,
never leaves her side
Mere inches away, she huddles with full intent
onoring her canine role as guardian and sole protector.
Some say Old Lady Link is somewhere close to eighty-five
German born, American immigrant
er black cotton babushka, strewn with bright red flowers
woven with green leaves of thread, is knotted beneath her soft puffy chin.
In wintertime, her eyes alert
Stare through frozen panes of hand blown glass
Penetrate mounds and layers of crystallized snow
Conjure up the memory of plowed fields, wet, rich and earthy.
Cracked and gnarled finger tips
tap those panes, yearn for the days of spring
When warmth will touch her sallow skin
Melt away the aging process of bitter cold winds.
In her mind’s eye, a half-moon shaped garden
clings to her clapboard sided house, spills forth with springtime promises
Lilies of the valley, dark leaflets stretched
below a thousand or more tiny tinkling white bells.
er mind smells of fresh fruits
Tangy apples, plump, growing in distant orchards
awaiting their given time for next year’s harvest gathering
Soon the days of earthen fingernails must come …
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Red Rum
By Bethany Richards

The train clicked over the tracks, the monotony almost relaxing. The woman
didn’t even notice it, though, too entranced in her book. It read, “She looked like a
vixen, and that’s what she was; she had all the instincts of a female fox. She was the
proverbial predatory female. She had what she wanted, now, and she was content.
There was just the getting completely away with it that counted…” A small smile was
coaxed out of her. It was white, pearly, and lined in voluptuous red lips. It was
enticing and tickled the corner of her mouth, curling into a playful, yet dangerous,
smirk. It was one of her best assets, sweet and deceptive. It had ensnared a many of
men, the best and the worst, her most recent victim being among the latter.
Men. They could be so easy; give them a smile, and they would do nothing short of
kill for you! The old married ones were the worst, with the least regard for the feelings
of their spouses.
“Ma’am, would you like something to drink? Or perhaps a newspaper, get the
latest updates on the Korean War?” The train attendant was pushing a cart, and still
she had failed to see him walk up. Now, pulled from her reverie, she glanced at the
drinks he had to offer. Declining the newspaper, she asked for a glass, a Parce. She felt
rum fit her mood at the moment.
e soon continued to make his way down the aisle, quietly talking to the
passengers. Looking down at her drink, she admired how the liquor seemed to
languidly roll around her glass.
Mr. Lancaster had an affinity for rum, an interest his wife didn’t care for. It was
ammunition for her, just another stake to drive between the couple. Even if she wasn’t
a fan of rum, she had not minded drinking with him in his office. It had been a part of
her act, a game to win his trust. The woman had to give herself credit; she was sharp
and knew how to get what she wanted. In this case, she wanted his money and to
teach him a lesson.
er mother had raised the woman, her absent father more like a benefactor
throughout her life. e was generous with his money but not his time. When her
mother was particularly upset with something, most often her father, she would say,
“Be dangerous, darling. For the whole world will rise and fall at your feet.”
She took a swig of her drink, her lipstick now painted on the rim of the glass.
Perhaps it was in her head, but her drink looked red, red as her lips, or Mr.
Lancaster’s face as she left his office. She drained her glass. She wouldn’t feel guilty for
her deeds; she never did. The men she had been involved with were at fault. It didn’t
matter their age; they all broke a vow and in the end they paid for it with their life
and money. Let it be a lesson to others. Soon news would travel: Mr. Lancaster has
run off with his paramour and his money! It would be at least a week before they find
his body, but she would be long gone, living on a beautiful island with two dogs and a
cat, and swimming in crystal clear water. A smile returned to her beguiling face.
Perhaps she will drink a red rum on a beach when they pronounce his cause of death-in honor of what he helped her achieve. She knew what caused it, but the fun part was
seeing how long everyone else took to realize it was poison, arsenic specifically-- and
then she would laugh because her father had died the same way.
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Coquina Angel
By Amy Tilly

If you live long enough
And, for some, it only take seconds,
You discover that
Things breakWashing machines
Bones
Trust
earts.
Yet, today at the tideline
Coquina shells blossomed
Into angel wings.
Not some Pollyanna cliché
About the necessity of breaking
(Because I dislike that trope)
Just a simple acknowledgement that
Broken is beauty
Still.
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Forever Inked
By L.B. Sedlacek

What must a man do to
prove his love
wear her name
in bold block green letters
M
A
R
I
A
on his forearm
tanned hairy short
so the world
everyone eating at
the pizza joint
knows in green block letters
what girl he belongs to.
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As I Hold the Line:
Inside the Trenches
of World War I
By Melvin Nathaniel

reen

Waiting for the war to end
This land mine to defend
Guarding amongst the dirt and grime
As I hold the line
The trench goes on out of sight
Even till the horizon’s last light
Stretching out till the end of time
As I hold the line
Arm to arm with arms to bear
The bombs begin to burst in air
As the guns commence to blast and whine
So we hold the line
After the fight I rest my mind
Knowing that all is not fine
Even though I’ve committed no crime
I was made to hold the line
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